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In view of the extensive development of CCS 7 and fast-paced growth of ISDN in
telecommunication networks throughout the world, this valuable resource serves as a timely
reference and guide. Practical and up-to-date, Engineering Networks for Synchronization, CCS
7, and ISDN provides in-depth instruction on three important and closely related elements of the
modern digital network: network synchronization, CCITT Common Channel Signaling System
No. 7 (CCS 7), and Narrowband ISDN.

From the Inside FlapElectrical Engineering / Telecommunications Engineering Networks for
Synchronization, CCS 7, and ISDN Standards, Protocols, Planning, and Testing Practical and up
to date, Engineering Networks for Synchronization, CCS 7, and ISDN focuses on three key
elements of modern telecommunication networks: network synchronization, CCITT common
channel signaling system no. 7 (CCS 7), and narrowband ISDN. ISDN cannot exist without CCS
7, and CCS 7 cannot exist without network synchronization. Until now, information on these
three closely linked areas was scattered among sources, but this book provides a valuable one-
stop guide to all these subjects. Key features of immediate relevance include:Coherent coverage
of basic conceptsIn-depth treatment of CCS 7 and ISDN protocolsDetailed practical guidelines
on engineering and planning telecommunication networks for synchronization, CCS 7, and
ISDNComprehensive discussion on testing and validationExtensive coverage of international,
North American, and European standardsTiming in SONET and SDHIn view of the extensive
deployment of CCS 7 and the fast-paced growth of ISDN in telecommunication networks
throughout the world, this valuable resource serves as a timely reference and guide for
practicing engineers, network operators, service providers, administrators, and consultants. For
educators and students, it provides an exposure to practical aspects of modern
telecommunication networks. About the Series The IEEE Telecommunications Handbook Series
consists of handy references to the practical information used by technical specialists within the
telecommunications industry. These books have been specifically designed to provide technical
practitioners in the three basic fields of the telecommunications industry—inside plant, outside
plant, and administration and regulatory—with practical day-to-day engineering and technical
information on telecommunications systems.From the Back CoverElectrical Engineering /
Telecommunications Engineering Networks for Synchronization, CCS 7, and ISDN Standards,
Protocols, Planning, and Testing Practical and up to date, Engineering Networks for
Synchronization, CCS 7, and ISDN focuses on three key elements of modern
telecommunication networks: network synchronization, CCITT common channel signaling
system no. 7 (CCS 7), and narrowband ISDN. ISDN cannot exist without CCS 7, and CCS 7
cannot exist without network synchronization. Until now, information on these three closely



linked areas was scattered among sources, but this book provides a valuable one-stop guide to
all these subjects. Key features of immediate relevance include:Coherent coverage of basic
conceptsIn-depth treatment of CCS 7 and ISDN protocolsDetailed practical guidelines on
engineering and planning telecommunication networks for synchronization, CCS 7, and
ISDNComprehensive discussion on testing and validationExtensive coverage of international,
North American, and European standardsTiming in SONET and SDHIn view of the extensive
deployment of CCS 7 and the fast-paced growth of ISDN in telecommunication networks
throughout the world, this valuable resource serves as a timely reference and guide for
practicing engineers, network operators, service providers, administrators, and consultants. For
educators and students, it provides an exposure to practical aspects of modern
telecommunication networks. About the Series The IEEE Telecommunications Handbook Series
consists of handy references to the practical information used by technical specialists within the
telecommunications industry. These books have been specifically designed to provide technical
practitioners in the three basic fields of the telecommunications industry inside plant, outside
plant, and administration and regulatory with practical day-to-day engineering and technical
information on telecommunications systems.About the AuthorAbout the Author P. K. Bhatnagar
is director of the Centre for Development of Telematics (CDOT) in New Delhi, India. He has 25
years of experience in diverse areas of telecommunications including research and
development, teaching, testing, validation, network planning, and network operations. He has
also served as International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Asia Pacific Telecommunity
(APT) consultant on several occasions. In his current assignment, he is responsible for the
development of rural and urban digital switching systems and implementation of new features
and services such as intelligent network services, ISDN, V 5.1/V 5.2 interfaces, and ATM.Read
more
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John Harding, “Outstanding book on SS7. This book is packed with ready to use information on
SS7. Eversince I got hold of this book, I have used it on numerous occasions in my work.
Though I bought it mainly for SS7, I found the chapters on network synchronization and timing
truly revealing. Very few telecom engineers are aware of the significance of timing in telecom
networks. I do not know of any text that treats this subject so convincingly. In conclusion, a great
work.”

Gerald Campbell, “Excellent Text. This is a book with a strong focus on modern telecom
networks. It has helped me achieve a good understanding of SS 7 - both the protocols and the
network aspects. And herein lies the strength of the book - its stress on both the 'academic' and
the 'practical'. I would recommned this book to all those who wish to obtain technical insight
about mobile, ISDN and Intelligent networks - as SS 7 is at the core of all three. practical
aspects.”

An switching engineer, “Excellent!! Very Practical and clarifying book. This book covers all
standards used in the world in a very complete way. It describes all aspects of the digital
technologies used in the telephony world. I have used it several times in the last weeks, while
making some  avaliation tests in ISUP and DSS1 and it was very useful!”

kyla@ss7-training.net, “For ISDN/SS7/Syncronisation in one book the best. If you need to know
about the ISDN, network syncronisation and non-advanced SS7 this book is the best. It is a
shame though that the book does not cover SS7 user parts such as SCCP,TCAP and due to
date of publication does not have BISUP, Etc. The book is extremely well written.”

The book by Stephan Diehl has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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